
$8,500 - 3724 Via Del Prado, 
MLS® #SR24076124

$8,500
5 Bedroom, 5.00 Bathroom, 3,317 sqft
Rental

N/A, , CA

(First showings Friday 4/26 2:00-2:30PM, by
appointment thereafter) Beautifully remodeled
and absolutely stunning Mulholland Heights
residence! Upon entering you are immediately
captivated by the grand two-story foyer with
sweeping staircase opening to the expansive
living room anchored by its central fireplace
with floor to ceiling windows to take in the
captivating sunsets. Highlighted with gleaming
wood floors throughout, this pristine residence
is adorned with its spectacular culinary
kitchen, outfitted with loads of custom
cabinetry, top-of-the-line stainless appliances,
gorgeous quartz counters, center island,
walk-in pantry and sunlit breakfast dining.
Opening from the kitchen is the great room
styled family/media retreat with walk-up wine
bar, romantic fireplace & elegant built-in
library. Encompassing five spacious bedrooms
with downstairs guest suite, along with four up
that include a true master with separate
lounging retreat, dressing area, oversized
walk-in closet & luxurious bath with separate
dual sink vanity, oversized seamless glass
shower & private commode. Step out &
decompress in the ultra-private rear yard with
numerous lounging venues, patio retreat,
built-in BBQ kitchen, wrap around grassy play
area and amazing swimmer's pool/spa with
stunning rock formations and peaceful
cascading waterfalls! 3 car garage, possible
RV/boat parking, community park, hiking trails
and amazing Calabasas schools are just a few
extras this sensational residence has to offer!



Don't miss this rare opportunity!

Additional Information

County Los Angeles

Zip 91302

MLS® # SR24076124

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 5

Square Ft 3,317

Neighborhood CALABASAS (91302)

Garages 3

Listing Details

Provided By: Pinnacle Estate Properties, Inc.
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